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Comment ationes Mathematicae Universitatis Carolinae 
13,1 (1972) 
A CONSEQUENCE OP A THEOREM OP L. PUCHS 
Ladislav PROCHXzKA, Praha 
In his paper lZ] L. Puehs has proved that any direct 
summand of a separable torsion free abelian group i s l ike -
wise separable. As a simple consequence of this result we 
get the following proposition generalizing a well known Boer 
theorem [1, Theorem 49*1]. 
Theorem. A separable torsion free abelian group G la 
completely decomposable i f and only i f G belongs to some 
Baer class f\ . oc 
Proof. The necessity being obvious, i t remains to prove 
the sufficiency of the below pronounced condition only. We 
start with the formulation of the following two propositions 
from [31J 
LejuaaJU If A^ (i m ^ ... f in ) are torsion free? 
groups such that A ^ e l ^ . . (i m 4, ..0f /n ) then there 
exists? an ordinal /3 4* mvcuc (&>* f ... f oc^ ) with 
Ai B . . . 0 A^ e Fj . (See f3 f Lemma 4J.) 
LejUBg_2. Let B be a pure subgroup of f in i te rank in 
m torsion free group A . If A € J). then A / B e T^ 
for some f a |3 , (See [3* Lemma 51. X 
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Now, let G be a separable group belonging to some 
F^ 5 by induction on oc we shall prove that <? is com-
pletely decomposable. For oc s 4, G is countable and the 
complete decomposablllty of G follows by a Baer theorem 
(£1, Theorem 49.II). Thus let 4 < oc and assume our asser-
tion has been proved for all separable groups belonging to 
H. with (h < oc . By the definition of Baer classes the-
re existm a pure subgroup 5 of finite rank in G such 
that G/S m IT m JE. ® <f. where <f. e JV 
ot-4 < CC C ̂  c I ) . 
The group G being separable, 5 is contained in a 
completely decomposable direct summand H of finite rank in 
G i thus we have 
(1) G » H 9 K 
Since H i s completely decomposable i t suffices to show 
that K i s so as well* First of a l l we may write 
(2) K « C/H « C 6 / S ) / ( « / S ) . 
If we put H / S * H then H i s a pure subgroup of f i -
nite rank in S" « , S. © G"» and hence we get H fi 
£ G • © . ,• © CJC for suitable indices <£. , . , , , *„, € I , 
Defining 7 ~ ^ © . . . © 5 ^ and 0 _ 1 x U , , . . . , - £ n ) , 
we have G -« F* © 2 . 3T* and jf S F . By Lemma 1 i t 
i s y 6 r^ where /3 g /mofc (otj, , . * • , e c ^ ) < oc • 
In view of (2) we infer that 
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(3) K ^ c J / H S F / H f i 2 e f - -
tmj * 
Since T e rjj , ->mna 2 implies F / H « T ^ with y *£ 
-£ /3 < ot . By the Puchs theorem from [ 2 ] and ( l ) K i s se-
parable; hence in view of (3) by the same Fuchs theorem we 
conclude that the groups F / H and G. (i e D ) ar* 
likewise so. Thus by inductive hypothesis the groups F / H , 
2T. (i c 3 ) and simultaneously K are completely decompo-
sable. This finishes the proof. 
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